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An Investigation of the Effects of\Isolation 
on · 1 I· .• ·' 
T.J.me. Perception and Its Physiological Correlates 
... ,. ,'!>-' 
Barry Kuhn Schwartz 
Abstract 
A review of the literature on physiological correlates of 
time perception, the affects of drugs on time perception, and 
changes in time perception due to sensory deprivation indicated 
that: a) time perception is quite possibly a physiologically con-
tro.lled phenomenon, b) that body temperature, and possibly heart 
and respiratory rate, are indicators of the course of changes in 
~- ~ 
. time perception, and that c) sensory -deprivation may induce errors 
in time perception, the direction of which errors is apparently 
related to activation level-- a function of severity of isolation. 
. 
. 
Twenty ~s were c_onfined for three hours in an extremely 
restricting isolation environment. Severity of isolation·was 
manipulated by the introduction of auditory and/or visual stimul~:~· 
tion. ~·s tas}t wa_.~ to produce intervals of 1, 5, 15, and 30 
~eco.nds duration before, and during isolation. Heart rate, res~ira-
tory rate, axillary body temperature, and skin temperatur~ were 
recorded innnediately before each trial. 
- Heart and respiratory rate were clearly uncorrelated with 
'time production errors_. A?cillary temperature and skin temperature ,-, 
~ 
were not clearly related or unrelated to time production errors. --- • - • '--"-:!-1. --- I ---- - - -- ------ - -- • ---• - • " - • • 
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I ' 
' ' 
to be prod~ced interacting with the presence or absence of auditory 
"' 
stimulation. The physiological data indicated that amount of time 
i-n isolation affected activation differentially for §_s with and 
without stimulation. Without visual stimulation, activation tended 
to .increase slightly over time. With visual stimulation, there 
was a slight,decrease in activation over time. 
In general, the results of this study do not support formula-
tions of an internal physiological clock responding to general 
activation, or arousal, level changes; nor do they support formula-~ 
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.. .•.· . ~: ;· 
Al thou h. the study or the conscious perception of time falls 
under the general rubric of perception, this particular perceptual 
. I 
modal1t1y (and the rela.ted phenomena) is unique. in that the percep-/ 
/ 
.. tion /6£ time requires no . direct external stimulation. Time per-
/ 
ception apparently occurs internally,. and, although external.cues / 
I 
/ill he utiliz.~d when present, such cues are not necessary. There 
/ is a good deal of evidence for an internal organismic m~chan.ism 
; 1 which regulates both the conscious perception of time and non-_, 







. "" .. 
0 
\ 
. .. - . 
the 'physiological' clock. This evidence is manifested by variou·s 
cyclical, temporal, behavior patterns which are only minimally 
affected_ by external events, ~nd by apparently correlated abbera-
tions in con·scious time perception. 
Circadian rhythms in behavio.r are:. found al 1 along the 
I phylogenetic scale (Fraisse, 1963). . I . In·man, and in lower ,forms, 
.~ .. -J 
these internal rhythms are only: minimally affec·ted by the environ-
ment and changes in it; and, until adaptation (to environmental 
changes) occurs, there may be a good deal of temporal disorientc3:tion, 
, 
due to the loss of co-relationship between inte~nal and external 




··'Thor (1962) demonstrated a natural diurnal variability in 
-time estimation which reflected the activity patterns of his six 
. . . 
subjects (§.s). Estimates of 30 seconds and 120 seconds were made 
0 
at three hour intervals from 6 A.M. to 9 P.M. The day-active [s, 
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\' 
Figure I), which increased to overproduction by afternoon, . and 
dropped back to underproduction by evening. The trend was ·in the 
opposite direction for night-active ~s. Blood pressure data 
paralleled the time estimation data. -~~ 
' Unfortunately, Thor did not take body temperature measure-
' 
men ts from his,· Ss. This data would have been of interest since -
Francois, in 1927, found a dirEf°ct relationship bet_ween body 
temperature and key-tapping rate (at rhythms requested by the 
experimenter) during nonnal diurnal temperature fluctuation (the~ 
,i 
( 
·range of temperature change oyer a ten-hour period reached a maxi-
mum of 0.8°C.) and during diathermy producing a·1°c. temperature 
change (Dimond, 1964; Hoagland, 1933). .Hudson Hoagland, in 1933, 
published an ~ccount of his attempts to discover the physiological 
pacemaker, or interna~ clock, responsible for rhythmic activity and ' 
temporal judgments. Feeling that earlier evidence for either 
respiratory or pulse rate indicating the speed of the internal 
clock was inadequate, Hoagland postulated that internal temperature 
was the best indicator of physiological rate because the· mechanism 
of temporal regulation was chemical in nature. Hoagland's work on 
ti.me perception began in ·1932 when his wife became ill with 
influenza. He noted a disorientation in her sense of time; he ~ 
. 
. r ~ 
therefot.""e asked her, 30. cir 40 times during her .illness, to count " . 
to 60 at the rate of one digit per second, and recorded ·her tempera-
ture inunediately after the count. · The higher her temperature, the 
faster she counted. The results'were duplicated with volunteers 
~ 
-5- . 
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Over- and Underproduction vs. Over-and Underestimation-- A Graphic Explanation 
Assuming, in the absence of external cues, time estimates to be a function of some sort of internal clock, then changes in the rate of that ,internal clock would affect produced and elapsed time estimates differently. If the internal clock were speeded up, time, in the presence of an external referrent, would seem to pass more slowly than normal. Thus, without an external referr~pt, elapsed .time would be overestimated. Thirty minutes of intern~! time .. might have pas_sed when only 15 minutes of external time had passed. A produced interval, however, would be underproduced, since the production is entirely dependent upon the rate of the internal clock. Thus, although only 5 seconds ,of external time had passed, the internal clock might read 10 seconds, and S would terminate the 
-
production. This, of course, would be simply reversed for a slow-ing of the postulated internal clock. According to the figure, if .§. is asked "How much time has · passed?" when the external clock reads 15,, he will answer 7 .5, 15, or 30, depending upon the speed of his internal clocko This is determined by noting the amount o·f ti~ passed on line A, and then reading the corresponding values on lines B, C, and D. If! is asked to produce an interval of 10, he will produce one of S, 10, . or 20, again, depending upon the speed of his internal clock. This is determined by finding the value 10 on lines B, __ ::c; or· D and read-ing the corresponding values on line A. ~1 In order to avoid confusion, the word 'es~1mate' (wi~tfte .. prefixes •over-'· and 'under-') will be used to kier to estinw.tes of elapsed time, and the word 'production' (with the same prefixes) to refer to produced intervalso 
. . '>. 
···." 
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subjected to artificiB:1 fever through diathermy. Hoagland' s work ... 
(I 
parallels and confirms that of Francois. 
"'·- '""IN': 
What is really significant, the data conform exceedingly well to the· mathematical relation-ship known as the Arrhenius equation, which describes the rates of chemical change with temperature. In fact, o~e of the specific chemical speed--temperature relationships, a 
constant in the equation that had been observed in several studies ·of the burning of foodstuffs by living cells, described the speed of counting (Hoagland, 1943, p.57). 
Kleber, Lhamon, and Goldstone (1963) manipulated external 
thennal conditions in order to raise the body temperature of ten· 
Ss. Increases in temperature ranged from 1.8 to 3.6°F. Ten other -
. 
.§_s served as controls; their temperature changes during ~he experi-
ment ranged fro1n -0 .4 to O. 60F. Ss were required· to judge an · 
/ 
auditory signal as either 1nore or less than one second in duration. 
The 'second esti1nation point' (SEP), that interva.l which was judged 
as mote than one second 50% of tl1e time, was compu·t.ed. ·before and 
after hea~ing for each .§.. For the hypertherrnia ~s, the postl1eat V 
SEP was significantly lower than the preheat SEP. There was no 
change in SEP for -t:l1e control Ss. the SEP' s of the control Ss were '" 
the saine as tl1e preheat SEP' s pf the hypertherrnia ~s. In other 
words, an increase in body temperature yielded an uhderestimatiop 
_;of a one-second interval, or an overestimation of the passage of· 
external ti1ne • 
- ~ Kleber, Lhamon, and Goldstone (1963). also investigated the 
SEP' s of hypertl1yroid patie·nts. Hyperthyroidi'sm is related to 
-BP" 
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temperatur~ regulation in that "by oxidizing substances within the 
' 
·qells themselves•• '-(Di1nond, 1964, p.34~) thyroxin tends to increase 
' . ' 
., . 
bodily heat. It was found that hyperthyroid patients_underestimated 
a one-second interval· in much the .-same wa·y as .persons subjecte~ to 
hypertherrnia. Using the.tnethod of multiple reproduction of a once 
pre-sented 15-second interval, Stern (1959) found that hyperthyroid 
~s underestimated· 'the interval, while hypothyroid ~s overestimated 
it. The hypothyroid overestimatio~~s greater than the over-
estimation of a group o:f _normal controls,. and thyroid th~-ta·py' 




Bell and Provins (1963) were not able to relate skin tempe·r,a·""'· 
tttre to time production. They placed -their Ss in· either a hot. ·or. a 
:co.ol environment and asked them to c.ount to- 45 and 100 at the :rate: 
o.f ·o·ne digit per second, to estimate. the -~mount of time s:J>e·nt .on. a 
. 




minutes duration. The enviro11h1ental conditi.orts significantly 
affected skin temperature an-d pulse rate; the time judgments were 
not significantly correlated with either of these physiological 
' 
.measures. I-lawkes,\ Joy, and Evans (1962) were also unable to find 
any relationship between skin temperature and time perception • 
.. 
The studies so far presented, then, indicate that body 




' ' duration. Skin. temperature tends to reflect, not only transient 
changes in the ambient th-ennal environment,· but also changes in 
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vascular functioning.'(amounts of constriction and dilation). 
Although Thor (1962) did find a relationship between blood pressure 
an·d time perception, such a relationship was not found by Schaeffer 
and Gilliland (1938) or by Hawkes, Joy, and Evans (1962). Blood 
pressure is also related to body temperature through the action of 
( thyroxin, which ..... due to "increased enzymatic activity 
• • • cause (s) 
the strength of the heart beat to be increased" (Dimond, 1964, 
p •. 348) thus increasing blood pressure. 
Schaeffer and Gilliland (1938), however, found no relation-
ship of time perception with car.diac and respiratory work, or with , .. .-,.' I 
cardiac and respiratory. rate. Ochberg, Pollack, and Myers (1964) 
were unable to find a relationship 
, .. 
between pulse rate or pulse rate 
!ability and various types of time judgments. 
I In contrast, Hawkes, Joy and Evans ( 1962) found heart and 
respiratory rates to be significantly correlated with time judg-
ments. (The correlational data from this study are presented in 
.,,..-··, (,;-: 
Table· I.) They had seve·n .§.s estimate four different intervals 
(.5, 1, 2, and 4 seconds), using two (\ifferent methods (production 
and reproduction), under seven different drug conditions 
(Metamphetamine HCL, D-amphetamine S04, P~enylpropanolamine HCL; 
\. 
Mecamylamine HCL, Chloropromazine HCL, a placebo, and no drug). 
The first three drugs have a stimulating action. The remaining two 
~drugs block stimulation. For each S heart rate, blood _pre~sure,: -
. -b 
. . . 
. t~··,-# . skin temperature, and respiratory rate were measured. During the 

















Pearson Product-Moment Correlations 
for Heart Rate and Respiration Rate 
' with Time Judgments 
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a: p less than 005 
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' 
and sound controlled room. Basal physiological measures were 
taken for one hour. The appropriate drug was then administered, 
using the double blind technique, and~ rested for two more hours. 
The recording apparatus was then removed, and the time estimates 
/ 
were made. --- The drugs affected respiratory rate and skin tempera-. . . 
ture significantly; the effect on heart rate and blood pressure was 
not significant. The time estimation data indicated modality 
1 (visual vs. auditory vs. cuta11eous signal presentation) and inter-
val differences, but no ma.in effect of drugs. Respiratory rate, and 
to some extent heart rate, correlated significantly with produced 
.time. As mentioned above, relationships were not found between 
$·kin temperature, or ·blood pressure, and time estimates; phys io-
logical indices did not correlate significantly with reproduced 
temporal intervals. The significant correlations indicated that 
, .. ~s respiration rate and heart rate are speeded up, temporal 
• f 
estimates are altered as though subjective time were accelerated. 
Table II summarizes the expe.rimental findings on the co-relationshi_p 
of physiological indices and time perception. 
A number of studies have Qe.en done to assess the effects·of 
'"''-. / 
-.. .. ,____... ·-·· ,·,--
' specific drugs on time perce·ption, and although these studies did 
I 
not involve the recording of physiological measurements, the 
results can be looked at in the light of the known effects of those \ 
-. drugs on general physiological activity. 
The effec'ts of lysergic acid diethylamide (LSD) on time per-
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Tc1ble II 
Sunnnary of _results in srtudies 
·attempting to relate physiological.· 
measures to~ time perception 
) 
·'?'; 






A'+' indicates that the variable so marked was investigated 
and that a significant relationship was found. A 'o' indicates 
that the variable so marked was investigated but that no significant 


















Investigator Heart Heart Resp. Resp. Body Skin Blood Pulse and Date Method Interval J:... Rate lvork I Rate·· Work Temp. Temp. 
-Press. Thyrox. Labil, 
,.,_ 
Thor (1962) Prod. 30, 120' 
+ 
-
Francois (in Prod. Unspec. 0 
~--_.,-
~· 




Hcragland . Prod. 1' 
+ (1933) ' 
-~, 
Kleber et al. Estim. 1' 




St.ern (1959) Prod.· 15' 
·+ .- .. I 
...... Bell and Prod • 45, 100' 0 
.o, 
u, 
I. Provins (1963) 4, 9, 13'' f 
Estim. 4, 9, 13" 0-
0-
'"' 
Hawkes, Joy Prod. .5, 1, 2, + ·+-: 0 0: 
.:~. 
& Evans & 4' 
• (1962) Repro. .s, 1, 2, o. 9· ,o 0 
"-, 
.... 
· Schaeffer & ? ? 
.0. 0- 'C) 0 0 ..... 




:•• \ Ochberg al. 1_5-' ./ 
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compa-rable in effects to sensory deprivation, but it is, in fact, .. 
qualitatively different ·(Holt and Goldberger, 1960). Most of the 
evfdence for this temporal disorientation, however, comes from 
anecdotal ___ reports (Aronson, Silverstein, and Klee, 1959). Boardman, "' 
Goldstone, and Lhamon (1957) found only an increased variability in (,,., 
time estimation with LSD. They had four _2s judge an interval as 
_.mote or less than one second, and for each §. they calculated the 
second estimation point (SEP). Data was collected before and after 
LSD administration; the double blind technique was used with only 
·one S. Aronson, Silverstein, and Klee (1959) used four tnen as -
their own controls in a non-double blind experiment. Ss were re-
-
• t 
quired to produce intervals of 15, 60, 120, and 240 minutes once 





. significant differences between th~ control ,a_p.,d- -~arug corf4:i-
\ 
Under LSD, Ss underproduced a.ll f.qur _intervais. Under the -
' control condition the intervals were slightly. uhderproduced.. LSD, 
although highly individualized in effect, acts as an e~~itant, in-
creasing general activation or arousal.· Presumably, the internal 
clock would., b-e speeded up. This. would account for the observed. 
_ -~-~~~_;p:i:-oduc ~ion. 
Steinberg (1955) · found that an anaesthetic drug (nitrous 
/•" ' oxide) affected the subjective impression of rate of time passage, 
but did not affect the _production of a 30-second interval-. Nitrous -
. I 
oxide is a rather mild-.depressant, its pain _killing ~ffects mani-
festing themselves only 
unlikely that this drug 
, 
........... 
in conjunc·tion with other drugs. 
~"' 










Goldsto~~~ Boardman, and Lhamon (1958) investigated the 
.J effects of quinal barbitorle, dextro-amphetamine, and a placebo on 
the SEP's 6f 90 Sso 
-
value of one second. 
All ~s, pre-drug, tended to overestimate the 
The quinal barbitone group, after 30 aµd 60 
<:-,-
'\ minutes, underestimated one clock second. The dextro-amphetamine , 
group, and the placebo group, overestimated the interval. The . 
effects of the two drugs were clearly significant; the placebo 
effect was not significant. 4uinal barbitone is a strong depressant • 
.,. This explains the observid underestimation. Dextro-amphetamine is 
an excitant; thus, the observed overestimation. 
Meprobamate (C<:>stello, 1961) did not have a significant 
effect on the. reprodtrC'ttt>n of a five-second interval using 
Llewellyn Thomas~ (1959)'feedback'technique (wherein, each interval 
presented for reproduction is equal to the preceding tempora1·· 
. interval given by S). However, the drug, administered to 20 Ss, -
-
-/'\ 
I\ did tend to cause some underproduction. Us_ing the method of produc-
I , (1964) not find any change in time production due tion, Smyth did to 
the administration of meprobamate. This tranquilizer, however, has 
""'\ been found to be ineffective except in rather large doses. It is, 




perception were not significanto 
/ Table III summarizes the results of the studies investigating 
the effects- of various drugs<on time perception • 
Changes in activation, or physiological arousal, are also 
known to occur under co~tions of sensory deprivation. Sen~ory 
· -17-
:_;,,, 








·summary of results in studies 
investigating the effects of 
· various drugs on time perception 
·i: .. ·" ' 
.,.. ; .. 
,· A 'o' indicates that the drug so marked did not have a 
/ 
,. 
significant effect on time perception. 
./ 
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deprivation may ~e looked at as a combination :of: bq:d:ily ina.c.e:i:vity 
,and reduced sensory input. 
• Inactivity has significant and noticeable effects on the 
physiological functioning of the body. Browse (1965), however, 






additive, depressive effect o·n all the bodily functions" (p.26). 
Circulatory functioning remains quite st~ble after an initial 
adjustment to postural change. Cardiac output is initially in-
creased, and heart rate decreased by about 10 to 15 beats per 
minute; over an extended period o·f time, heart rate may increase1 
/ 
.... ,.. 
slightly from the supine baseline (Deitrick, Whedon, and. Shor~~ 
1948). As with cardiac output and rate, respiratory work tends to 
increase, and rate tends to ·decrease. Skin temperature in¢'reases 
/ 




Basal meta·bo.lism. is lowered/over time. 
I 
resulting from inactivity. 
' / 
I There is an increase. in the amounts of sulphur, phos7or@us, and 
I 
nitrogen excreted, which indicates a breakdown of mt(scle protein; 
I 
..... 'this is probably correlated with noted muscle atro;!'.>hy and J:eduction 









-- , ... __ · '--Calcium ~re also-commonly .founcL-(~ir~~--Da-lY,--Hau:pt-,--------·-.-· -~--.. : ,-.. ----··-----·····-- ;~ 
I ~ 
·"', Izzekutz, Meyer-s, and Rodahl, 1963, 1964). Re/cent work indicatep .. 
I 
( 
that soffie of these changes may be retarded i some minimal amo~nt 
of exercise or postural variation.* j 
* Birkhead, N.C. Lankenau ,Hospital-, Phil·., Pa. 
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The effect of sensory deprivation in general, as .neasure'! by 
EEG, skin conductance, and catecholamine excretion, is to increase 
activation, or arousal level. "Reduced sensory input results in 
measurable changes in activation level ••• _ the organism becoines 
increasingly sensitive to sti1nulation" (Schultz, --1965, p.59) •. 
Beyond this, co1nprehensive physiological information concerning the 
effects of-- sensory de privation seerns to be unavailable. This does 
1 • 
indicate, however, that.there is an aspect to sensory deprivation 
' which makes it different frotn inactivity; there i~ an alerting or 
arousing of ~ which does not occur under conditions of bodily 
inactivity. Three studies, (Leide-rinan, 1962; Zuckerman, Levine, 
arid Biase, 1964; Biase and Zuckennan, 1965) varied the degree to 
which _§.s were isolated by controlling the presence and absence of 
auditory and/or visual stirnulation. Recordings of skin conductance 
indicated that the greater the isolation (i.e., the less the avail-
able stimulation) the greater the stress, or arpusal reaction of Ss. 
Innumerable studies have investigated the psychological 
effects of sensory deprivation, or isolation and confi ement. The 
various studies tend to differ in length of confinement 1ne thod of 
confinement, and results. Illusions and hallu'cinations are fre-
/ 
quently reported; there is a general decremept in psychomotor 
performance and intellectual ability; subjects report confusion and 
.. 
an inability to co.ncentra~_e (Solomon, Kubzansky, Leiderman, 
Mendelson, Trumbull, and· Wexler, 1961). A general disorientation in . . 
time is. not infrequent. 
,,,,,;'( .. ,.,.,, 
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Wexler, Mendelson, _Leiderman, and Solomon (1958) noted that with 
17 1nale .§_s confined in a tank-typ~ respirator. (i_ron-lung) time dis-
orientation, although fairly general, ~as less pronounced for those 
!s remaining in the respirator for the· full 36 hours than for those\ 
... not able· to complete the experiment. · R:oss (1959) reports that when 
a hi6h altitude balloon flight was terminated unexpectedly after 




. ing, the two-1nan crew thought that it was late afternoon. In a 
study C0!11paring the effects of LSD and sensory deprivation, Holt and 
Goldberger (1960) found that the only similarity·between the two 
.was temporal disorientation, or time sense disruption. 
Vernon (1963) reported that "Our sens·pry deprivation 
subjects • • • showed a great deal of: concern about time. They 
felt an irresistable impulse to estimate the total time they had 
,spent in sensory deprivation, and they incorr.ec.tly anticipated that 
w~ would ask thern that question" {p.60). This observation provided 
the stimulus for a study of. time estimation· during sensory depriva-
tion (Vernon, 1963) ·• Each of six Ss was confined in a dark room 
• for 96 hours. They were instructed to press a button at the end of 
~very hour~ and to h-old the button do.wn for five seconds. If ·they 
.. had been sleeping, they were, upon awake.ning, to press the button 
do 
onca for every hour they.thought they had slept. One S, who had 
-
developed a primitive but apparently adeq~ate ,'clock' based on his 
hear_t_ __ ra~.~ overes tima.t-e.d th.e---amount ~o-f tiu1e..-~11e had spent in · 









cues as they could think of, and thus underestimited by only four 
and e i .;ht h ou rs • 
. '-
The re,nainin~ three Ss underesti1nated the amount· 
-
of ti1ne spent in sensory deprivation by 28, 28, and 38 hours. The 
five"!"second interval was consistently overproduced; that is, ~s . 
kept the signal button depressed longer than five seconds. These 
. < 
results would indicate a slowing of the postulated internal clock. 
'· 
Mitchell (1962) isol~ted 34 E_S (33 :nales, 1 female) in a 
. -13' by 6' by 7' .ane.choic 'chamber f roin 2. to 48 hoti rs. Ss we re 
required to estimate, durin~ the is-0lation period, various amounts 
of elapsed tin1e. They were also to hold down their· signal buttons 
. 
. 
___,,. for 1, S, or 10 .seconds when _rnaking an elapsed ti1ne estimate. The 
·-ch:c:1.rriber furniture c:onsts·ted of a cot, an aircraft ejection seat 
(inoperable), a chemical toilet,_ =and: :c:1 small ref·ri 6erato.r. Ss 
were requested to remain as im•no·bile ·as· po$sible. Fruit juices, 
water, and snacks were available a·t a.1.1 t:irnes. The presence of 
light varied. from S- to S and· within· si.r)_gle sessions. Skin con~ aal!' 
·-
;. ductance was reccrrde-d _as an indicator of wakefulness •. Ten Ss had 
a clock for part of the time s_pen:t ·1.r:i isolation. Five of the Ss 
-
·w.ith an external referrent, and all of the other Ss experienced 
some te1npo·ral disorientation. In general, 1 second was over-
.Produced, 10 sec9nds underproduced, and 5 seconds accurately 
>' 
produce"d. The .degree of unde'res timation of elapsed time tended. to 
decrease with anxiety. Intervals of 6, 30, 60, and 1120 minutes 















Burns and.Gifford (1961) placed six enlisted men in .a two-
~~-- "' .. , 
compartment chamber for 8 days (192 hours). These men were not 
under social or sensory deprivation, nor were they truly inactive. 
They were confined together, and they had specific work schedules 
·and rest periods. One of their tasks was the daily production of 
several intervals (15, 90, and 180 seconds), which ~ere each re-.· 
quested six times in random order. ~ Four control Ss went through 
-
\. -
th~ same proceduri outside the chamber. In general, the control Ss 
-
. tended to underproduce the intervals, while the experimental Ss 
-
-
. tended to overproduce them. These results, if an internal clock 
.. 
--~, can be postulated, would tend to indicate that such a clock· had 
been slowed . 
. I 
Using a 1~ hour experimental period of reduced sensory input 
-and a control period of equal length filled either by reading or 
by filling out a questionnaire, Banks and Cappon (1962) found that 
the experirnental p~riod was underestimated m~e than the ~ontrol 
\ 
' ",$ period. There w~s also less accuracy in the estimation of the 
experimental interval. 
clock is indicated. 
Again, a slowing of the postulated internal 
. Hanna and Gaito (1960) report opposite results. Thetr 
procedure was similar to that of Burns and Gifford .(1961) ;· they 
confined six men in a two-compar-tment chamber for seven days. ~ ·, J However, the oxygen saturation of the breathing mixture was equiva~ 
>·· ·lent to 55% of sea.level saturation • .§.s were required to produce a 





• °'J,.l -· 
-~ 
., ' ~--
, .... , .. \ 
. -1 
.. ·~- .. .. 
found from days 4 to 7. This would seem to indicate that the 
, postulated internal clock.was speeded up·. ,The difference in results 
could have been due to unassessed physiological effects. of the 
breathing mixture. 
The Hanna and Gaito (1960) results are consistent with the 




tion procedure. Eleven of Goldberger and Holt's (1958) 14 Ss 
- .. 
endured 8 hours of perceptual isolation, which consisted of a 
homogenous visual field, white noise, and reduced tactual sensation (achieved by the use of cardboard hand and arm sleeves)-- all while 
~ was relatively motionless and lying on his back. Thirteen of 
these Ss felt that time was passing slowly (i.e., the-postulated -
\ internal clock was faster than the real world clock); t~he fourteenth 
was unable to endure more than 50 1ninutes of isolation. This 
_general overestimation of elapsed time would indicate that specific 
.. intervals would probably be underproduced by these ~s. Reed and Kenna (1964) confined 20 ~s to a couch in a ·sound attenuated room. 
·rhey wore translucent goggles and had white noise fed in over ear-
phones; their task was to prod!-Jce a 15-minute interval. The 
interval was underproduced by-. 19. of the 20 ~s, The postulated inter-
nal clock would be considered to have been fast. 
-,.,, 
. r , During 8 hours of sensory deprivation (lying on a soft 
rnaitress, homogene~u~ visual field,·· white noise, and restrict"ed 
movement) Pollard,_· Uhr, and Jackson's (1963) §.s were asked to 
produce a ten-second interval four times -- after 2~, 4, 6, and 7\ 













hours of sensory deprivation. The same 24 ~s repeated the experlmen.t 
one week later. In the first run 171 productions, 
7 were overproduc~·d, and 57 were underproduced. The 
7 were accurate, 
pre ponde rant 
effect seems to have been a slowing of the postulated internal·-
, ' 
clock. In the second ru'n there werr~-/ 69 estimates, of whiqh 15 were. 
. 
. ,., 
accurate, 27 were overprodu~ed, and 27 were underproduced. This l 
~. 
change from the first to the second run is attributed by the author~ 
to a general adaptation to the conditions of sensory deprivation. 
This adaptation was also noted in the other indices obtainedo 
The results of a study by Zubek, Pushkar, .. Sansoin, and Gowing 
(1961) are somewhat less clearcut than the results of the above 
.studies. Each of their 15 ~slay on a couch in a aark room for one 
week or more. Among other things they wer.e daily asked to produce 
1, 3, 5, 15, 30, 60, and 120 minute interv~ls. A group of control 
~s also produced the·se intervals. It was found that for the shorter 
· inJ:ervals both experimentals and controls tended to overpro~uce. 
/ For the two longest in··tervals, both groups tended to underproduce--
the experimental group, however, ·more so than the control group. 
Table IV sunnnarizes the resu 1 ts o-f the studies investigating 
1 
'the effects of sensory deprivation on time perception. 
In surrunary, it appears that inactivity and isolation have a 
significant effect on time perception. The nature of this effect 
_$eems to depend on the internal state of the organism as determined 
. ,..,. 
by the nature of the sensory deprivation experience. Mild sensory 
' -· 
·, . .. J. l deprivation apparently relaxes the organism; as the severity of the 
~ 
-26-
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Summary of results in studies 
investigating the effects of 
sensory deprivation on time perception 
···~ 
A '*' indicates that the results of the study ·so marked do not support the hypothesis proposed in the texto 
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. .,,... isolation experience is increased there seems to be an increase in 
activation or arousal (Schultz, 1965). With a relaxed organism,~ 
the postulated internal clock should slow; with an aroused organism, 
it should speed up. The drug studies reviewed above seem to con-
£ irm this. Some measures of physiolo'gical functioning appear to 
be correlated with aberrations in the perception.of temporal 
i-nterv,als. It does not seem unwarranted to assume that the effects 
. 
. 
of ina~tivity and isolation on time perception are, in truth, the 
effects of changes in the physiological arousal of the organism 
induced by the·sensory deprivation conditions. A hypothetical 
internal physiological clock would behave ~imilarly to known 
physiological mechanisms. 
When the organism is aroused, activat~.d e;1110:.t.j_ot1:al'ty, physio-
logical functions 'speed up'. Heart bea·t rate is increased, 
.. '• 
respiratory rate is increased, body temperature rises, EEG. activation 
patterns appear, adrenalin output is increased, et cetera. Con-
comitantly, the postulated internal clock should. speed up. Specific 




On the other hand, in a relaxed, or unaroused organism, 
.. r 
clock should slow down\specific j.nfervals would be 
overproduced, and elapsed time would be underestimated. 
Considering the above review of the literature, it is 
hypothesized that:· 
1. As the severity of isolation increase, temporal intervals 
















a) Severity of isolation will increase as amount 
I 
of time in isolation -increases, and 
,, r. 
b) Severity of isolation will increase as amount 
.. 
of sensory input reduction increases. 
·2o Body temperature, as a postulated indicant of activation 
.. 
level, should reflect changes in isolation severity, and be 
highly correlated with time production performance. 
3. Heart rate, as an indicant of activation level, should 
. 
reflect changes in isolation severity, and be highly 
correlated. with· time production perfonnance. 
4. Respiratory rate, as an indicant of activation level, ,, 
should reflect changes in isolation severity, and be highly 
·correlated with time product ion performa·nce. 
The research reviewed above does not permit any conclusions 
concerning the effects of different interval lengths on time per-
ception performance. Fraisse (1963) indicates, however, that i~ter-
val length may be a critical parameter. Interval length, as an 
independent variable, will be investigated in this study. Skin 
temperature, although apparently not related to time· production 
performance, will be measured in order to further investigate any 
,..,. 
possible relationship. If body temperature ap
1
pe.ars to be rel~ted 
to ~s performance on the time production task, an attempt will be 
made to see if the relationship can be described by the Arrhenius 
equation as suggested by Hoagland (1943)~ 
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V, 
Subjects: Twenty-four male volunteers served as .§.s. The 
~ I 
first 20 were assigned randomly to one of four groups, 5 .§.s in each 
group. Of these 20, 4 ~s did not complete the isolation•period, andJ 
I 
were replaced _by 4 additional volunteers o Due to the limited size 
of the apparatus, all ~s had to be less than 6' tall and less than 
180 lbs. in weight. Three volunteers met both of these require~ 
ments, but did not f-it in the apparatus and could not be used. 
T~ble V gives tl1e ag_e and occupational status of §.s in each group. 
All .§_s were em.ployed at the United States Naval Air. Development 
:;,.\ Center (NADC), Johnsville/Warminster,. Pa .• at the time of the 
experiment. 
" 
Apparatus: ·The central piece of apparatus- .was the water-
\ 
immersion G-capsule ('Iron Maiden') designed and originally used 
as a protective device for high accelerat.ions (Gray and Webb, 1961) 
at the Aerospace Medical Research Department '{AMRD), NADC. Several 
modifications were made to this device to make it suitable for use 
·\.l, . 
l 
as an isolation environment and test chamber. Al.1 p~ovisions ano· ·, :1 
accessories for filling the·capsule with wate! were removed. A 
' 24-ihch long black aluminum tube- replaced the original face ~late. 
t,_ .... ,-· ~ 
Either a panel of 5 lights or a clear plastic plate was· placed on 
1·; 
the end of this tube (see below) o The :capsule was made entirely 
light-tight, was ~lectrically insul~ted on the interior surfaces 
with liquid rubber, a~d the ·complete unit was electrically grounded. 
Compressed air, serving both to ventilate the capsul~ and to mask 
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Table V 
Age and Occupational Status 
of ~s by Experimental Condition·s: 
:~ 
In the column marked 'Subject Number·:1,·= the :f:::JJ:st number 
indicates the order in which Ss were run, and the second number 
- .·. 
is the number used in the data analysis • 
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( l) 1 
,. 7* (21) 
8 ( 2) 
12* (22) 
17 ( 4) 
21 ( 5) 
22 ( 3) 
3* (23) 
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16 ( 8) 
19 (10) 
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Chief Petty Officer 
Engineering Student 
High School Student 
Righ Scho61 Student 
High School Student 
High School Student .. ! 
USN Corpsman 
Engineering Student USN Enlisted Man 
High School Student 
High School Student 





High School Student 
High School Student 
Psychologist 
USN Enlisted Man 
High School Student 
High School Student 
High School S.tudent 















lap area and at the distal end of the face tube). Ventilation out-
lets were provided in the area of both ears, and at the~feet. A 
mi·crophone was placed at an opening in the chin area, ·and ~ was i 
provided with a secretarial-type headset. A thick foam pad was 
placed on the seat, and foam pads were strapped on .§.s., feet (to· 
provide further electrical insulation). The entire system was 
.I 
approved for safety by the .AM....'IU> medical staff o Figure II shows the .. 
modified 'Iron Maiden'. The top of the capsule, through a pulley 
and _counterweight system, was easily raised to permit S to enter 
-
and exit. When clo"Se·d, the capsule was locked down at four points, 
:making it ·impossible for ~ to ge:t. ou·t ·without aid from, the experi-
menter (E). 
-
A response swi.tc·h l:ield. in ~·s right hand operated the clutch. 
·of a Standard Elec.t_ric timer and an event marker. A lo,w voltage 
DC relay was u.sed· in this circuit in order· ·to .exc;_}uqe -any AC 
voltages from the interior of the capsule. 
Provisto·ns were made for recording heart rate, respiratory 




The circuits for heary~te and respiratory rate each consisted of 
.. 
: two electrodes (see Figure III), an ampli_f ier (se·e Appendix i\) and_ 
one channel on an Offner Type 1'1 -Dynograph (with Type 146 arn'plifiers). 
The te1nperature circuits each consisted of a thennistor (Yello\-.r 
Springs, 400 series), a ther·mistor brid_ge (Yello'\v Springs Tele-
thermorneter, models 425C, and 43TD), an amplifier (see Appendix A),. 
and one channel on the dynogiaph. The te1nperature .. calibration was 
-35-
.. ·f 
. :~ ·-:·~: .. : 
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The Electrodes and Therrnistors Us·ed: in t·his Study 
Back row: Therrn"istor bridge calibration resistors Second row: (left to right) Signal light panel, axillary te1npera ture thermistor, skin temperature therm,:LSt:·o.t-Third row: (left to right) Right foot pad, EKG electr.qdeS'._, left foot pad 
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done with a laboratory thennometer and was checked' before each 
• 
r\n with 1% accuracy resistors:> . Figure IV shows sample r~ordings 
1-<!~ 
on channels 2, 3, 4, and 5 of the recordin~- paper. · Channel 1 was 
used as an event marker, and channel- 6 w.a·$ not used. 
• . The five lights o~ the panel whiih fit over the end of the 
face tube were used as signals. One light signalled that a ses:tfion. 
. 
' had started and was in progress. The other four lights indicated 
the particular interval that ..§. waft to produ·9e .by hol:ding- h·:is switch 
down. ~-, s rnicrophone was qpet1 .at. a.1.1 times. His he:=a~~et· was opera-
·t:i-ve only if the experime,nta.J. ·.cortclition required it:~. 
Figure V sl1ows the gene.ral experimental set-1.1p, and Figure VI, 
• E's work area. Appendix A, i'ncl·udes amplifier circuit diagrams and 
a list of equipment use.,d. 
• 
was the no auditipn, r1b V',i.:s:ton group. .e_s in this gtou.p ·r.eceived no: '-'-'" 
auditory ~timulation C:i·tJ1(:r' than the rnasking noise :an.d ,were in· ·cotn-
plete darkness exce·pt w·he:n pro·d,ucing temporal inter.val:s. ·at .. whic·h. 
time they were able to· s .. ee the lights .o·n. th~ ·~igna.:1 :panel·... ·The 
. _auditory conditions in Group NAV (no audition, vision) were the. 
stimulation., A clear plastic plate covered the end of the fac·e ,:,, 
tube at all t.imes when intervals were, not being produced.. The 
l.ighted signal panel was put in place at the start o~ each session. 
With the clear plate in place, Ss could see !, some of the apparatus, 
-,.. . I 
and the open door to the experimental room. The visual conditions 
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·"Group NANV •. Auditory stimulation was ·provided to ~s in this group 
by making S's headset operative. Ss were told that they could con-
- I 
verse with! at any time. In addition, to insure at least a mini-
~ 
mal amount of auditory contact between~ and!, a list of questions 
.and cotnments was prepared and read from by ! at specified times. 
Th:e auditory c·onditions of Group AV (a~dition, \vision) we~e the 
Q 
·s:a.J:rie as those of Group ANV. The visual conditions were the same 
as those of Group NAV. ~·s 'script' appear~ .in Appendix B. 
After the apparatus was allowed to warm-up, and"'was calibrated, 
\ §. 'wc;i~s -brought into the experimental room, and the appropriate in-
:stnJc'tions were read to him (see Appendix C) • S.then chang~d into 
-
a Navy fligh_t. s.u:it, and the electrode,s were piaced on his body_. 
' 
Electrodes· ·were .held in place with va-ri.qus_ combinations of ~:dhesi\re •· 
tape, elast-ic ,bandages_, foam pads-; and .a Speci·al_ liglr't -.cotton vest. 
~ 
·. The foam pads were strapped to his feet., q;Ji'cl he :s,at t--n the open 
'· 
'Iron Maiden '0 (s~e Figµre VII) for half an hou.r while th-e physio-
logic'l re~o'tdings ·stabilized. Recordings from ,the ·1a:st five m-iti-
utes of this stabilization period were used as :base_line measut:e_s-. 
The stabil-~z4tion period was followed by the control, or· pre-
entry (PE) session.. Immediately c;i_fter this' session the top .. -Ofcthe--
cap~ule was~ lowered and locked in place. Fifteen minutes later the 
first experimental ~es·sion (El) began. The second experimental 
session (E2) beg~n 45_ minutes after the c;onclusi_on of El, and th.e . 
. _,,_,,' ~ 
\ 
' third experimental session (E3) began 90 minutes a~ter the con-
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E3, and the experiment was terminated. Each session took approxi-
rnately 10 minutes and consisted of 12 trials; there were 3 trials 
for each of 4 intervals (1, 5, 15, and 30 seconds). In order ·to 
prevent a preponderance of ·any one interval in any one part of the 
session, the fqur intervals were randomized and three sets of these 
randomized intervals were presented consecutively. 
Each session began with the onset of the 'test in progress' 
\ 
\ 
light. The first trial was pre·sented 30 seconds later. A 30-second 
interval also preceded every other trial o This interval allowed 
.. 
,,· -
time for reading of the physiological measures _ an.cl recording of the 
time producJd. When the session was over (immediately after the 
twelfth trial) the 'test in progress' light went outo 
All §_s were aware of the fact that the experiment would take 
:about 4 hours, ·and that they would be isolated for approximately 
3 hours. They were also .told that they were perfectly free to 
' 
tenninate the experiment at any time. Four ~s did terminate early;· 
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Lindquist's (1953) Type III Analysis of Variance, expanded to 
,. four factors, was used to analyze the time production errors. The 
four factors were: A) session (PE, El, E2, E3), B) the presence 
or absence of auditory stimulation, C) the presence or absence of 
visual stimulation, and, D) the length of the interval to be pro-
duced (1, S, 15, 30 seconds).· The dependent meas.ure was per cent 
error in time production averaged over the three trials for each f 
interval in each session. _Table VI presents the sununary of this 
analysis of variance. Only ·the audition by interval length inter-
·action and the main effect of interval le·ngth were significant 
(p less than .·os). Figure VIII shows the means for each interval 
with audition and with no audition. 
A Type III Analysis of Variance (Lindquist, 1953) was used 
to analyze the remainder of the data. The three factors were: 
A) sesston, B) audition, and, C) vision, Interval length was not 
/ 
relevant in the .collection of th.e physiological data. 
' 
' The dependent measure in the analysis of ,)heart rate was the 
.'\; 
-'-,i. ·mean deviation from ·the base line heart rate. Table VII surrnnarizes 
. ,. 
.!·.-...· •, 
this analysis. The session by vision interaction and the main ~ ~ ~ V 
effect.of session were significant (p less than .OS). Figure IX 
· shows the heart rate deviation values for the visual stimulation 
·· and no visual stimulation gr.oups • 
. The analysis of respiratory rate is summarized in Table VIII. 





























::.Surrnnary of Analysis of Variance 
for 























·._c··_-~-_-· .. _ ··i ..... . ... ' 
. ' 
Source Degrees of Freedom 
Between Ss bcn-1 19 B(audition) b~l 1 
·. C(vision) c-l 1. 
<BC. b-l(c-1) 
.:1. •, 
' bc(n-1) .1.6 e'\rorb 
\ 
Within Ss bcn(ad-1) .:.·:o·o .3·.,.·_; \ -A( se}:ions) a-1 3 D(int rvals) d-1 
'3 AD \ a-l(d-1) 9 AB a-l(b-1~ .. ,. AC a-l(c-1 3 BD ~ b-l(d-1) 3 CD c-l(d-1~ 3 ABC a-l(b-1 (c-1) 3 ABD ' ;;, ,-1 ( b-1) ( d-1) 9 ACD a-l(c-l)~d~l~ 9 BCD b-l(c-1) d-1 3 ABCD a-l(b-1) X· 9 ( c-1) ( d-1) · 
error 
. w bc(ad-l)(n-1) .44fJ 
Total abcdn-1 319 
' 
., 



























































F-tests ( ' 1. MSBc/MSerror --(:-~ ~ . .b 
MSc/MS 2. m 
.... errorb 




4. MSABCD/MSerror = 
w 
5. ~ nf~IS -BC · · _ error 
·W 
6. MS nfMS -AC error 
w 
7. MS /MS -ABD error -
w 
8. MS ABC/MS error --
·w 
9. MSCD/MS -error 
w . 
10. MS nfMS -B error -
w 
.11. MS /MS -
-AC error 
w 
12. MSAB/MS --error 
W. 





15. MS /MS -
-A errorw 
~- -
t;" __ ·_ • 
/_ 
. 'j,_.,., ____ :: .. -- ... -- .-- - - - --- - ---- --







~ ·:- .; : 
" 
.·1; 





.1211/1.0363 less than -
.0125/1.036; ... less than -
-




.0089/ .0528 = less than 
• 0135/ .0528 - less than 
-
.0035/ .0528 - less than 
-
_) 
(1072/ .0528 - 2.029 
--
) 
.0158/ .0528 - .l.e·ss than 
-
.l 723/ .0528 = ·3. 2660* 
.0255/ .0528 - less than 
-
.0352/. .0528 - less than 
-
.0362/ • Q.528· - less than 
-
.5306/ .052-8 =·10.0416* 

























































Mean Per cent Error in Time Production: 
as a function of In·terval Length for 
Ss with and without Auditory StimulatiOJi 
-
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Summary of Analysis of Vatlan·ce 
for 
,·A 
1'1ean Heart Rate Devitation from Baseline 


































Source Degrees of Freedom ss ~1S 
Between·Ss bcn-1 19· 2502.73 
B(audition) b-1 1 21.99 21.99 
C(vision) c-1 l 219 .06. 219.06 
BC~ b-l(c--1) . 1 .. ,. 29.30 29.30 
bc(n-1) ···. . errorb .16. 2232.38 ·139. 52 
Within Ss bcn(a-1) :6() ·2117.65 
· A(sessions) .,. a-1 3· 573. 67 191.22 
AB a-l(b-1) :3· 88.04 29.35 
AC a-l(c-1) 
.3 216.09 72.03 
ABC a-l(b-1) (c-1) _3, 70. 71? 23. 57 
error bc(a-l)(n-1) 48'.. 1169.14 24.36 w 
Total abcn-1 79 . 4620 .38 
F-tests 
1. MSBC/MSerror\;· = 29.30/139.5~ - l~ss t.han 1.00 
2. MSc/MSerrorb = 219.06/139•52:;: 1.57 
3. MSB/MS errorb = 21.99/139.52 == l.es-s than 1.00 
4. MSABC/MSerI'or = 23.57/24.36 = less than 1.00 
w 
5. MSA0/MSerro;. = 72.03/24.36 = 2.96* 
w· . 
6. MSAB/MSerror = 29.35/24.36 = 1.20 
w. . 
7. MSA/MS = 191.22/24.36 = 7.85* ;;· . errorw · 
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,Me~/P· f{e,a.rt Rate DeviatiOI) :from Base~ine 
as: a. -Function of Time :tn isolation for 
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Mean Respiration Rate Deviation from Baseline 
,, .'\.:-, 
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Source Degrees of Freedom 
' 
Bet~1een Ss bcn-1 19 
B(audition) b-1 1 
C(vision) c-1 1 
BC b..:l(c-1) l 
bc(n-1) .... <I.6· errorb 
, Within Ss bcn(a-1) 6:o-. •: . 
A(sessions) a-1 3: 
. 
a-l(b-1) ·' -- . AB ·3, ' 
AC ·a-1 ( c-1) 3.: 












•' ss MS 
421.92 













2 • IJJ:Sc/MS 
errorb =· 3'. 98/25 .1 7 = les·s· t:han 1 ~ OC} 
3 • ~ MSB/~$ error = 
;. : b 
4
· MSABC/M~error = 
. - . w 
5• MS /MS = :AC error 
. w 
,.6~ ·. MS /MS = 




·. · 5. 4 7* 
-1. 43/. 9-9- - .. ~- 1.44 
\ 


























for both visual conditions are shown in Figure X. 
The analysis of axillary tetnperature (Table IX) yielded a 
si·~nificant session by vision interaction and a si6nificant main 
effect of session ( p le.ss than .OS)., Fi6ure XI presents the .rrean 
" 




The sarne analysis applied to sk~ te.nperature 
\ ,, 
\...,c-1"..- ,-..,,,,.,--1_.-= • 
sl-1owed only a sii;ni·ficant sess'ion effect (p less than .OS) (Table X}. 
Mean values for deviation from baseline ;skin. teinperature, over 
s~ssions, ate.· show.r:1 in Fi~;ure XII. The. axillary ten1peratur:e: of: 
4 ~s, a.nd the ~kiri: te.,1perature of one §. w.e·te-: lost due to equi:p1ne.n:t 
.nalfunctio1t. ·the lost ski.n telnperature w:as .estirnated fro111 the:. 
.. 
;·t1ean of the cell fro1n whic-h it was lost-; one §.' s axillary te-rnpe:ra--: ': 
ture was lost from e.a~h- cell. ·, 
·.r 
A.nbient enyir·onine:ntal -t:e·H1_pe_ra·t;.llte. ··wet$ $a~nple.d- a·.t ·fQu·r t:bn¢-S 
(at entry, ~nQ .. is,.~ 80, and 170 .n!ntJte:$ later} durin~: 'the tu.tis ·of( 




!!.\I ,- ~. 
:A mu 1 tip le linear regression ;a-nalys:.:i_s: wa .. s d:one to- cle:te::r;ntne. 
tlre relationship between· per cent: e·rror· in ·time pr·o:du<ctio.n. an4_: :t'he. 
•I- .. '-
-~ four physiolo-g·ical measures fqr eac:h ,!s. Table XI shows the 24 
t.~-·····-.·~-----------
-·---~----- ----~- ----- -- ---- - -------·- -----. ----.---.,,------------- ---.,"' - . 
multiple ·regression coefficients and the 96 independent~ two variable 
prod·u.ct-rnoment correlations. 
C 
There were 48 data points for the 
2:0. Ss who completed the experi1nent (12 trials in ·e·ach. of 4 sessions) 
., - I 
. 
..... and 36 data points for th.e four ~s who did: not_ complete the experi-
1nent. For the three .§.s for .w~oln axillary te1nperature was lost, and 
' 
. ...,. 
for th~ one l for who} both a~n1ary and skin te;nperature. were lost; 
-64~: 
.. : . , ..... L -
·.\ 
,,.,_.. 




···-·-·---·· .. ~--- ·······-·· ···- .. _ __,_ --:----=-·----·--': --~---,.:;~-...;..~--·· 
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Mean Respiratory Rate Deviation from·Baseline 
as a function of 'Time in Isolation for 
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Mea.t1 Axillary Temperature Deviation from Baseline 
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Source Degrees of Freedom 
Between Ss bcn-1 15 · B(audition) b-1 " l C(visi6n) c-1 
·1 BC b--l(c-1) 1 
. errorb bc(n-1) 12 
Within Ss bcn(a-1) 48 A(sessions) a-1 3 AB a-l(b-1) ·3: AC a-l(c-1~ 
.3· ABC a-l(b-1 .( c-1) 3 bc(a-1) (n-1) ~-/ •.' error 3:6 w 
• 
To-tal abcn-1 63 
F-tests 
1
• MSBc/MSerror ~ 
b 
• 24/. 22 ::::. l--~.0:9 
.35/. 22 :;:: '1. 59·-
2. MS- IMS 

















3. MS /MS 
B ~rrorb = 
.07 /. 2:2 = less than 1.00· 
4. MSABc/MSer~or = .06/ .03 = 2.00 
w,. 
.. 5. MSAC /Mser;or = .10/.03 JIii 3-~3!,., 
·-· ---~- w . . .. . -----,:::-........,_.:... ________ --· -·---. --~-------
6 • MSAB/MS .: = • 03 /. 03 = 1. 00 
,J errorw, 
-~ 
- -- ·•· 
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Axillary Temperature1 Deviation from Baseline: 
as a Function of Ti~ in Isolation for 
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Summary of Analysis of Variance: 
for 
'\..,. 
Mean Skin Temperature Deviation from B··aseline: 
































Source Degrees of Freedom ,_, ss MS 








. 1.5~ 21.13 " errorb ..; 1.41 
Within Ss '5··7' 25.48 A(sessions) 3 
,_\. 16.16 5 .39· AB 
. 
·.;· 
.93 .31 AC •' 3i 
.25 .08 ! . ABC ;·· 
.44 .15 err<?rw 
·45 7.70 .17 
Total 75 48.86 
F-tests 
1. MSB0/MS = errorb .12/1.41 • less than 1.00 
' 2. MS0/MS = errorb 
3 . MS /MS 
_//= B errorb 
.07/1.41 = less than 1.00 
2.06/1~41= 1.46 
4 • MS ABC/MS error = 
. w 
.15/.17 = less· than l.OQ 
5. MSA0/MSerror w= .08/.17 ::: less than 1.,00 
6. MSAJ3"MS0 rror = ~31/.17. ·= l.82~ -~~-----~.,...---~: 1'J 
-
-·---- --- ------:-~ 
. " --- - -
. .. . 
- -:--·:--~----- ---

































for all Ss 
Skin Temperature·neviation 
Function of Time in Isolation 
·-· 
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Ambient Thermal Environment in the 
'Iron Maiden' as a Function of Time 
I 
The mean and r:a,nge .ot· .eJi:c.h: ·:poin.·t:: :a·:t~ .s.l+:~twn "' 
.. 
-.-•• - • <- -----.-·ir. ·\... - . '. . --- - . 
··1· 
.... ,75 ... 
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Time In Isolation fn 


















Multiple Linear Regression 
and 
•'.'-
·· Eea-rson Product-Moment Correlation 
Coefficients 
* p ·1~ss. than .as 
'** dfd not complete· experiment 
r 
. it 
Variable 1:· Mean Error in Time Production (expressed -as ·a 
percentage) 
Variable 2: Mean' ·Heart Rate 
Variable 3: Mean Respiratory Rate 
Variable 4: Mean Axillary-Temperature 
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r t'he. inul tiple 1ine.ar re.~ression analysis was performed on the re-
> 1ncilning variables. Bul tiple linear regression a~alyses were done 
' 
a.cross .§.s for all . .§.s wi'th8 c-01nplete data (N=l()}..,_ and for all _§_s with 
I' 
... -co1nplete data whose within-.§. R had a probability of randoo1 occure·nce 
of less than .OS (:N=8). An observation in these .. analyses consisted 
" of the mean value over all trials and ses.s'iort.s of each variable for 
' :ea.~h .§. ·. invo 1 ve d. Respectively, . the R·;.'.s: for e·acJ1 aD,a lys is a re o 2 63 
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. The analysis -0£ time production errors indicates that for 
both conditions of auditory stimulation, the one second interval 
was over~timated to a greater extent than any of the other three 
intervals (Figure VIII) • This is prpbably more a function of the 
'-.'- ... 
lower limit imposed on -underproductions by the· absolute ·shortness ··-
of one clock second than of· the affects of is.olation~ The additi·on 
of the constant amount of time required for operating the response 
'v 
. 
. switch also had a relatively greater effe,ct on the one second in-
terval than on the other intervals. With auditory stimulation, 
however, the overproduc_tion of one secon~ was approximately twice 
as great as that without auditory stimulation. This difference is 
in the predi~ted direction. At the other intervals no support was 
found for the hypothesis that time product~on errors will become 
increasingly negative 
parameter of -interval 
of isolation increases o The 
seems to affect time production 
'~ 
errors only in terms of the natural 
of s·horter intervals; these limits beco1ne less as inter-
' :v_al length increases. 
The< interaction between • session and visual stimulation was 
The forms of these interactions are remarkal?ly similar. With 
.. visual stimulation, heart and respiratory rate tend to decrease 
over time. Without visual stimulation,· they increase, decrec,!.se, 




















the no vision group are generally higher than those for the vision 
group lends support to the hypothe~is that severity of isolation .,.·, • 
· 1 •• 
increases as reduction in stimulation increas'es. The effect, how-
ever, was found only for vis.ual stimulation, and not for auditory 





soc;ne time has· been spent in isolation; this· indicates that· severity 
· of isolation is a fun_ction of both t_ime in isolation and of the 
-amount of stimulation available. -He·art and respiratory rate were·: 
' 
·cle.a::rly· not correlated wit ... h time production errors. 
,It should be noted ·that both heart and respiratory :r:a::te were 
overall quite high •. Mean hea.rt rate varied between 55.83- .. and 
106.20 beats per minute, and mean respiratory rate, betwee:n 15:.81: 
_and 25. 63 breaths per m·inu te. (see Appendix D) • A heatt ra.·t.e .oJ 
»• 
60-72 beats per minute -an,d .. a. respiratory rate of 8-.12. breaths. l~-.p 
minute are con_s_-idet~d med·fcali·y normal for th¢ resting person. 
The degree of. acti,ta.tion ,wh.i·ch mignt be e·xpe·cted to 
the type of isolation u:se.d in this study· may not b'e 
resulf f~ 
much higher 















r--~ of the isolation; and £yam the· ge_n~r~l· pre-experi1nental stimulus 
__  
-~.===---- -- - _______ __:-_-:-::-~-::.:-..;=-::::::::::::::::::-:::-~ .-~·· ·- ···-::--·. ··--::::~----~ - _--:--::·:-::::-~~.--·:-·.--
. - ··----
-- -· ~------ ~-~-- _____________ ,»::-:,:::"'.!.:.,.~--.. --.. ..::=-.. ----- .. ----------:----~- _____ -:::. ...•.. ------ ----·-····" ~ ·- - - -
-=c=---·.··.·cc.o;-··=c-- ---~·· ~-=""°-. . ::=-·:··~-~------,~"=s··r·tu.at-i~o-~":· ;- . -TI} .. is may have pr~ven.te·d the inducement of further . r· .J 
:··:-:. 
I. 
activation by the isolationo 
-.· 
Changes in skin temperature, over time, paralleled change·s 
in the ambient thepnal environment (Figures XII, XIII). Axillary ) .... -
tem!)e~ature (Figure XI)~e in .the eariy sta~es · of the isolatioh 
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slightly (vision group). Axillary temperature was significantly 
"t.c (p less than .OS) cotrelated v1ith time production errors in 4 out 
i 
. 
of 20 cases, and skin ten1perature, in 9 out of 23 cases· (Tabl~ XI). r· .. 
Because of differences in the direction of the correlations and 
because of the fact that there were no s·ignificant corr~la~ions for 
t the ~ajority of the ~s, any relationship betwe~n temperature and 
),-
·-- -r: ,. time production errors is too 'te~uous and individualize.cl to be 
discussed as a general.relationship. 
1-Ioagland (19L+3) hypothesized that a specific ter:nperature-
spee~ relationship (the Arrhenius equation) could be used to:pre-
'1 
---
diet time perception frora body- ternpera ture data. The data of this 
I 
• 
·~ t11dy ~vas looked at in terrns of Hoagland' s theory. O.nly two of the 
,body ter:1perature-time production correlations v1ere both significant 
and negative. The Arrhenius equation has a negative slope . 
i (lloagland, 1933). Further1nore, the transfori.nations nec.essary to 
fit the Arrhenius equation to this data.yielded a non-lifiear funt-
tion. In the -range of temperature change dealt with. in this stuqy_,. 
·-·-/ ' . 
~ the Arrhenius equation· is basically 1linear. Therefore, i.t .is 
... 
apparent that this s.tudy doe.s not support ·Hoagland's '..'chemi.c,al. I 
' ' \ 
~------------------------'----------------------------,-~---,--~---------··"CC~'.C." -, ... - .... ·.:,""''···" ' --~------,-,-,· .,,.,..--~=,.,,-;=c-:-,,~,: ·--- · · ---- c loc·k" theory. 






.. Twelve of the ;.-24 multJ_pl.e correlation coefficients were. 
s-i.gnificant {p less- than •. 05). The probability of this occuring 
by chance is less than .001 (SaJsoda, Cohen, & Beall, 1954). 
However, the multiple linear regressio~ e:quations differed ·markedly 
.. , from each other, with both positive and nega.t.ive constant terms, 
: -83-


















and various combinations of beta weigl1ts contributing to the 
regression. (see Appendix·~). This does not permit ·the fortnulation 
of a g·eneralized predictive regression equation-... 'Physiological 
spec~ficity' (Mal1no, 1962) of ·tl1is sort has classically been a 
proble1n in at_te_m{ts to correlate physiological indices with be-
havioral measures.· 
The data of the 4 Ss wh-o. :d:Ld, not complete~·the isolation 
-
l'"';; 
period were inspected to see If any differences from the data of 
.§.s who completed the experiment could be detected. The only 
·no.ticeable difference was in the num.ber of overproductions. For 
.. .as.: not completing the isolation, only 8% (12 of -144) of the tr:i-a.l:s· 
resulted in overproductions. For -the other §_s·, 51% (499 of 960) 
of the trials resulted in overproductions. · If it c·an 'be ,assu·med 
' 
that terminating the isolation wa-s an expres~i.prt qf .a:r·ousal, or 
~c_tivatfon, this- :w.ould suppo_·.rt. the: hy.pothe:s:·is. th.at :high ar.ou~al, 
. t. '\.· 
le;a:ds to neg?-tive time pro·duction. error·s-. 
None of the ~our hypotheses pr·o1:1osed in the i.nt-roduction to 









not related to ti_'.'.1:_ ~~~o~~~t ion er.r~rs ·: .......... l .. . 
--~:.·------·---------~--------------------~-~- - - - - ---· --
-
reos_pir~tory rate were clearl.y 
---·-·-------·-·--. .. 
-
'J-Iawkes ,.- Joy, and Ev~ns (1962). state that •these ~ariables are 
related to t:ime production. The.ir physiological measures, )1owever; 
),o ..... 
were taken before .any te1npora.l produ~tions were made. The physio:.. 
logical' data were reco-rded. in· this study ~nunediately betore each . 
' 
trial. ·Although this technique ma) be· more· sens i ~ive than that of 
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It is, perhaps, more subject to error. Studies investigating·skin 
and body temperature as corr2lates of time. perception have;: used 






temperature variations as depe~dent variables. The. temperature 
• 
- f 
. . ( 
of this study were short-term and possibly environmental va-riations 
. . . . . ~ 
This study fou"nd neither a definite general. relation..:,· artifacts. 
,....p 
ship nor a total lack of relationship between t.emperature and time 
. ~ . 
perception for all Ss. 
-
However, the r:es4.lt;~ indic~_te that: :bcrt~h 
I: 
.•. 
body and skin temperature~e, for ~ome lnd'ivid.ua:is:, relia .. ble 
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S·UMMARY A N -D: 
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. . ., .. 
Twenty ~s were isolated for three hours in an extremely 
restricting environment.· The severity of the isolation was varied 
by manipulating both visual and_· auditory stimuli to which .§_s were 
exposed. During this isolation, ~s produced a number of short 
temporal intervals. Measures of he'"art rate, respiratory rate, 
• ( 
axi'll,ary temperature, and skin te-mperature were taken concurre.,,ntly 
with the time production data. H 
,, 
The data indicate .that short-term isolation of the type used 
in this study does not result in aberrations in time perception and 
.. 
~J:i_a-t severity of isolation (as :d.efined in thi.s ·study) is unrelated 
to errors 'in time production. 
Heart and respiratory rate :i.hd°ic=a:ted that .s.everl ty of ~so1a-
:tion does inc'rease 'with increas·es in vis'ual inpu·t. reduction and ' 
.-increases in length of isolation. 
·;.:. 
A~illary and skin temperature IDq)''-, for some individuals, 
serve as·-' indicators of time producti9n e_rror~:·• 
No evidence was found for a :reliable physiolo·gic·al indicator, 
or pattern· gf indicators, of tim¢· "perception errors for all !s, 
~ I • 
•. I 
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A. Intercom system 
0 Astatic JT-30-C Microphones (2) 
C.H. Stoelting Co~.voice operated relay· 
Norelco Dictaphone Earphones 
B. Signal lights 
·, 
Pilot lamp assemblies and 28 volt bulbs (5) 
Toggle switches (5) , 
Power ~esigns, Inc. Adjustable Power Supply Model 5015 
C. Response system 
Enclosed rocker-type switch 
28 volt DC relay 
Standard Electric timer 
4.2 volt mercury battery 
8.4 volt mercury battery 
Offner Type M Dynograph, Type 146_ Amplifier (1 channel) 
-
D. Physiological recording system 
·Silver cloth electrodes (4) J 
Yellow Springs Instrument Co. 400 Series Thennistors (2) 
" Ace Elastic Bandages ( 4) 
Polyurethane Foam Pads (4) 
Adhesive Tape 
Foam Rubber Foot pads (2) 
Cotton vest ft . 
. ]
Yellow Springs Instrument Co. Telethermometer 425C Yellow Springs Instrument Co. Telethermometer 43TD 
Philbrick Operational Amplifiers PP65AU · (4) 
Tech Serv Inco Power Supply Model PS-12 
8.4 volt mercury batte~y 
Offner Type M Dynograph, Type 146 Amplifiers (4 channels) Assorted electrical components 
Beckman Heliopot 1% accuracy potent_iometers (8) 
E. Environmental system 
.'r' .. 
-----·----------,--~-----,,---"~-c .. ,.c,_,,c-·--·,--~'-·--~-------->---·--°'-r--- ------------- - --- USN-ADC-AMRD-·water-immersi.-on.-G.-ca-psu-lEr- ---· -··---- -------------------·----
- --;-----~ ":: --- --- --- -- ·-·-- ---- . - . ----- ------- .. ' . . .. . 
. --·- ____ .,. · ·· - ·· Compressed air - s t_andard laboratory fixture 
.... Liquid neoprene insulation 
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·------ ·.:: ______________ - . -.. - .. · ·===-- ··:--··_· ._-_;_ _ _..:.......~. 
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Tempera tu re Amplif i;e·:r Circuit 
-'· 
Gain: varia·ble, 0-200x 
Two of amplifiers were .used .• 
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Comments to Conditions 
-














ANV- and AV 
···:t 
: ;, .. 














..,, .. ,. 
~ 
r 
At Entry:· Alright (Name), I'm going to turn the air on now~_ ... / 
I 
.. 
(Air on). I can adjust it to your comfort at any time. Y9u'll 
get used to most of the noise in a short whil~. Now, can you 
hear me clearly? 
necessary a·djustments). 
can adjust my end? 
(If "yes" continue; if "no" make 
Will you count to ten for me so that I 
' Fine. Thank you. We're all set. 
Entry 3: ANV: Do you notice light leaks? 
AV: How much can you see1 
. ~;· . 
Very good. ·Thank ·you. 
Entry 6: (name) Do you feel relatively comfo:rta:ble'l 
,. 
,· 
Good. Pl:ease report any observations or tboug.h.ts· ·which you think might. 














\ ·T~:~·:t.· Se~;t,.·tdn (Entry 1)0 : O.K. (Name) we're .t·ec3.·ciy· to begin the first 
·"'· 
test ~e:ssion. Got the swit·ch? ·o~:t. Here we go. 
Entry 1 + 5.:; fiow are yoti:: doing (Name)? Fine. 
,, Entry 1 + 
look good. 
10: ·(Name) The data and physiological recordings· ·bqit:h· 
".> . '• 
.. ,~.. . ' 20: Any thing-·1J1~partTcula-~=-y-ou~ve''=-been thinkirig- c:ibout? -~- ,,-,,,-c,~-=~-co=c:==0--'.="~-.-:-·=,=:c==c·c","'~~ 
· Have you foun4 it difficult to concentrate? 
,, 
Entry 1 + 3.0: (Name) How are you doing? Good. Have you had any 
·\ 
,,.,, 
· itches? (if so~ve you been.able to get at them? 














Test Session (Entry 2): O.K. We're ready to begin the next 
ses.sion. · ·Got~ the switch?· · 
-----
Good. Here we go. 
Ent·ry 2 + 5; The data and the recordings are both excellent. 
It looks like a good run •. 
Entry· 2 + 10: Well, this is a change from your regular work, 
"· isn't it? t1 
<l -7"4--\ __ _ 
/\ Have you ever bey£ a subject in a psycho~ 
''·""' logical s tu-dy before? __ . __ -__ _ 
Entry 2 + 20: How's it going? 
tried to at a117 
/ 
Have you slept or \ 
-Entry 2 + ·35: You' re doing very well .. (Name): Has anything 
.. 
special been occupying your mind? 
.. 
Entry 2 + 50: How's it going (Name) ? 
, Entry 2 + 80: Getting a bit boring (Name)? 
Test Session (Entry 3) Here we go again. Got the switch? · 
Good. ·o. K. Let's go •. 




--~--- .. ------ - __ ____:_ ·_::.·_ ._ -~-----~.-. -- - -.··-· ··----··. _--~~---:----'-:-~---~-----~--. --------- - - - - ---- -- ____ -_·-~-~ . .:. .. _.7,-,-=---,-_:7":._f___=---._ .. .-:--·-·-·..:._,-:------~---= .... ~--- -·---~-----=----=----=----~ -- ·_ - ----~----.=::-----=- ·- --~----•,,..--·--·-~·~--"--:"""':::~~~---·~-:--:c-.. _-.-: ....... ;-";"-·-:,..~.:::,·-:-.... ~ , - ... 
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'rhis is .a stucjy of the effects of i~olation on your ability 
/ 
to estimate an interval of time. I also intend to record ~ome 
physiological da.ta. ~ ' You will put a flight suit on over your under-
shorts and I will then attach some electrodes td you. Two EKG or 
,. 
heart·rate electrodes will be plac~d on your chest (toward the 
-
;# "side). Over these will be placed two larger electrodes ,to measure 
.) 
·· respiratory rate o These four electrodes will be held:· on with foam 
pads, a vest and an ace bandage. I will tape a thennistor, to 
measure your skin temperature, on your arm and under your left f 
arm I will place a thermistor to measure body temperature, and two"'·~., 
small foam pads which will be held in place with another ace 
bandage. I will also put a foam pad on each foot with an ace 
bandage. 
You will then sit ·on the. ·s·eat .of the Iron Maiden, but the 
,;~ 
top will. remain raised. - We will, run through a preliminary test 
' 
session. The beginning~: a test f ssion will be, signaqed by 
" the appearance of the white light which will remain on until the 
test session is over. Shortly after the white light c'omes on one. 
·. 
=-c,c·c,·cc,ccc·c:,,c·=~-c=·=cc-:.·-~c:c--,,,:~'::"--c-~"~'~~~of' ·tlfEf four'-'"c·c5l'§fea'',-1lglitif will appear: Your fa.sit·· 1s to; upon . 
\ 
seeing any one of the colored lights, pre~·s this switch and ho.Id 
it for what you think is. the appropria-te· amount of time. To 
--" C.,,· ~ • ' . . ' . ' 
. : ' . ,t 
terminate your estimate ·retu~ the ·Switch to its original posit~on. ·.-
Now the blue light signals you to es,timate one' second, the ambe~ 
·, 
( 
.. , ... · 














light thirty seconds. Each light.has the appropriate number marked 
on it. When you end your estimate, the colored light ~11 go off 
and a short time· later the next light will come on. Each light 
... 
will appear several times in random order. When the test session 
~ 
.. is over the white light will go off. ·· This pattern wil~ be the 
same for all test sessions. 
After the preliminary test session, you will put on these 
_,.. earphones and I will lower the top a·nd close the Iron Maiden. I ~ 
will then turn on a system which circulates clear air through the 
r'ron Maiden. 
-
-L Paragraph A, B,·. O,· o·r n·. fo1lows.!./ 
) (A) I wil 1 then pµ.t the face-plate on. the Iron Maiden. You 
will not be able to see .anything,.. nor will ypu .b.e able to hear me. 
However, I shall be able to hear anyt~ing that you,say. 
(B) I will then put the face-plate oa the Iron Maiden. You 
will not be able -to see anything; we will, however, have open 











·I (C) I will then put a clear face-plate on·· the Iron Maiden •.. .._ • 
.-... ,, 
You will be · able to see out but you will not b~ ~ble to hear me. 
:- , 
However, I sp.all be able to hea,r anything that you say. , .... J:ust 












,· ·~ .. 
:=,;:1· 
.. 
· one with. the lights· and at the end of the session replace the 
clear-plate. 
(D) I will then put· a clear face-plate on the Iron Maiden. /' 
___ ... /' 
You will be able to see out and we will have open connnunications 
,, 
at all times ~nd~u are.free to converse as you wisQ. I shall be 
making co~nts and asking questions along the way. Just before 
each test session I will exchange .the clear plate for t~e orie with 
. , I 
the lights and at the end of the ~e$sion replace the clear plate • 
.. 
There wil 1 be .. s-.eve:ral :t-~'$:t ·ses-s:ion-s ~ile, you are .in the 
Iron Maiden. I wi1.l-. let· ·.yo·u out right .:afte.r the l.ti"$:t test ses:sion. 
.; 
.. 
llowever, if at an-y time you feel you no long-er wf.sl:i ·to :cqntinu:¢- ,,. 
·... 
·~ 
: ··,: j:us.~. ~s_k rrte to le.t wyou -out and I shall do so innned·ia.te·ly!· :Le-t 'me 
.w 
·.rea·S'Sure you: that at: no time w.ill :you be left alone. and I s·hall 
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Mean values of the five variables 
\ for each S 
-. 
t. 
X error ti1ne productio:n - expressed as ·P-: dec:imal :f .. ra.:ction~ of ·100%(1.00) 
., . . ' . 
Ax\llary. temperature data was lost for ~s S, 10, 15., ic 17. Skin 
temperature data was lost for.§. 15 • 
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- -§JI Cond. X error X Heart 
time Erod. Rate 
1 ifANV 
-.023 88.29 
2 NANV +.086 86.96 
·-..:.· 3 NANV J +.028 92.71 
·= 4 NANV +.·476 s9 .oo· 
5 . NA!N 
-.193 73. 2·1 
6 ANV +.404 67.33 
7 ANV +.040 83.38 8 ANV 






-.148 79 .63 l3 NAV +.167 94.13 14 NAV +.113 74.71 
c 1:5 NAV +.347 96.88 i,f 
·.1·6 AV 




-.158 75.58 20: AV 
-.051 77.38 
· ·21 NANV 
- .·279 95.00 22 NANV 
-.178 71.69 23 ANV 
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19 •. 42 
17.08 
24.04 



























-X Ax. , .. X Skin 
TemE. .. OC • Tem2. 0c. 
36.65 35.07 
36.39 I ···, 34. 29 · 
).. 36.17, 34.41 
36.19 35.09 
34.71 
.. .,-. ... 
36.34 34.28 36.50 33.28 36.94 34.26 
36.13 34.31 
36.67 
36.17 33.94 36.67 34.80 
36.61 34.55 





.. 36.85 34.69 36.66 35 .55 
... 
36.88 34.68 
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El 94.3 L, 
E2 ll5.0 
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Data--% Error 
















23. 7 11.4 
19 .f-g 16.2 
15.6 - 27.5 
37.0 .44·. 7 
50.5 31.0 
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. · .. r:· 
• 
NANV ... 
~ . ·•-.,_.: .. 
Session Means 
'Phys.iological Data-- Dev:.iation from Baseli
0
ne 
Heart ·Rate Resp~ Rate· ·Ax. 1I'emp. V Skin Temp • 
PE - • 33 
El -1.67 
E2 -2.33 
E3 -1. 67 
PE 3 •. 33 
El. 13.17 
E2 1.00 
E3 26 .33 
PE. /·· 8~ 
El 7 .33 
























· ~ .. -1. 67 
-1.00 
2.83 






















































3.00 .... 5.s, Data lost · 1. 44 2.03 
1.73. 










···r····-··· . ~ . . . 






S6 PE -11.0 
- El 56.0 
E2 84.7 
E3 12~0 
PE - 6.3 S7 





- El -16.0 
E2 - 3 .o 





. E2 170.0 
E3 96.7 
,1-P·· 
PE .-26.3 .S10 














Productibn Data--% Error 
"' 




47. 5 . 36.1 
8.3 11.1 
5.6 13.2, 
- 0.5 0.2 
-
2.4 ~ 12. 3 · 
. 9 .3 8.6 
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~.. ,; . 
Session Means 
Physiolog·ical Pata-- Deviation from Baseline,· 
Heart Rate Res2. Rate· Ax. Tem12. Skin Tem12. 
PE 9.17 • 83,,,,,;: 0 




\ PE " 
- .17 ~2.33 .•. 0-5 .08 El 1.00 ~·2. 67 ~ 5·0 ·O· 
'· .• . E2 
-
.84 




·- .33 ~.46 .• 76·' 
PE 
-
·.2 •. 67 3 .83 .-.le .;1_:2:' El .-17 
' 
······3 ~'83 • '7.3: ·60·· . . . E2 J - 1. 34 4.17 .. _ •.. 77 1.0:9 
. . ' . E3 
-
2.34 5 .83 • 6.:9· 1.23. ', 
.. 
·v· 
., PE 11.. 1.34 -2.17 .4.3 •. 24 
·1.1E3. '1.~ .. 4:3 El 0 -4.33 1 E2 5.67 ~ 
-4.17 1 •. 2:6 :2 .• .-77: - \ E3 -12.08 
-3.33 .. ·.·:1. 25 t_, .. ;. . . . . .. .2~83 
PE 2.3¥ 1.00 
.03 El 15.50. b . ..,., Lost 
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Ii A V 
1'-
-
'-._,.,--"' X Time Production Data-- % 
! 
I 
1 ·.Second 5 Seconds 15 Seconds 






-41.1 E2 2.3 
-40.1 










- 2.4 E2 
-41.3 
-23.6 





iS·1·.3. PE 15.3 14.1 26.0 
-- . 
16 . 4,_ ·-·-· El 38.7 21.7 
E2 23.7 16.7 8.9 E3 19.3 9.9 2.8 
Sl4 PE 
-
6.0 11.3 6 .1 
- El 4.0 5.9 24.8 \ E2 12. 7. 6.5 ~ 3.0 E3 29.7 10.0 6.2 
S15 PE 62.7 
·31.1 42.7 
- 86.0 El 33.1 · 3. 7 
E2 64.3 29. 3" 23.4 E3 64.3 26.5 19.1 
. --:r. .. . . 


























-3 .. 5. 5 
-42 .2 
-34. 5 
13 .o J 
9·.1 
7.5 
- 'ii· 3 
,! 
·. 
24. 7 : ·.;,. 
19 .1 






./' 20.5 ( 





































·.· ;_ . 
.. 
. .. 






























PE ' 23 .17 
El 14.83 
E2 


















.33 (v~· O· .95 












• 67 Lo-s.t 
- .17 ~· ,. ])ata 
0 2.00 

















~= • 04. 
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-! V 
\ 
-X Time Production Data--% Error 
. 
'~--- 0 ·-~ ' 







Sl 7 · PE 65. 3 
- El 102.0 
i E2 112. 0 
E3 111.7 









.PE -13 .O 
El 28.7 
E2 30.0 
E, 37. 7 
.. 
. PE rll. 7 
El -28.0 






·::25 • :Q; -\,) 







-. -38. 7 
- , -23. 4. 
- 3.6 
- 3. 7 -
:--).t 
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.• ~--. A V . ,:._.;,. 
~ 
... 
Session Means':~ · 
Physiological Data -- Deviation from Baseline 
' 
Heart Rate Res2. Rate Ax. Teme. Skin TemE• ~, ' 
-=- g 
.. \. . 
)I: • 
~ Sl6 rE 1.17 -1.17 .zo - .02 - .,. El 
- 3.67 -2 .67 .BO 
- -.30 
E2 -12.83 -2.17 . 70 




" S17 PE 1.'34 .67 
.09 -
- El 1.00 .17 Lost .50 
E2 0 -2 .17 .Data' .42 
E3 2.75 
- .so .30 I 
''}' 
S18 PE 2.67 2.17 \ .20 .13 - El 4.17 . .83 .64 .57 E2 5.17 2.00 • 70 2.20 
E3 -·3.17 ·-1.00 .15 1.38 >1' 





- ~~7 .50 .3.9· 1.18 -' 
' E2 
- 4.00 1.33 '0-: 1.33 µ 
E3 4.42 ~\33 .15 1.11 ; - - ·~ t:, 
S20 PE 3.34 -3.08 .30 
- .06 
- El 9.17 -4.33 • 73 1.42 f 
E2 3.00 -3 .17 .15 " 1.16 
-
.,. ·., E3 - 2.00 -6 .17 
- .03 1.09 
·, 
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Appendix E \ 
Multiple Linear 















































S ti Cond. 
-
..fl 
· '~-~ 1 NANV Xi=- 7 .2s-.01x2-.00X3+.21X4+\02x5 
2 NANV X1=~16.43-.0lX2+.00X3+.37X4+.lOX5 
3 NANV ·_X1= " .40+.00X2+.00X3 -.13X4+.13X5 
5* NANV X1= 3.48+.oox2-.02X3 -.10X5 
6 ANV 
16 A V 
<' 
17* A V 
19 A V 
20, AV 
23** A V 
x1 = - .OQ+. OOX2+. 01~3+.49X4 +.09X5 
x1= 11.32+.01X2-.oox3-.21X4 -.12X5 
• 
X1= ·-~18+.OOX2+.01X3 +. 03X4 -.58X 5 
X1=- .oo+.02x2-.o4x3 +. 75X5 
.... 
X1=- _ .05+.o lXz+. 04X3 -.50X4 +~61Xs 
X = 1 .oo.f.ou2-.01x3 -. Bx4 -.16x5 
I ~ 
X1=-29.0S+.OlX2+.0lX3+.97X~-.21X5 I 
.... .., .··· 
* No Axillary Temperature Data 
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